
 

 

Memories of Mitcham Fair 

 



 

 

“One final attraction of the Victorian fair demands mention: the famous Frederick’s Show, a 

travelling theatre at which...one could see performed “Maria Martin in the Red Barn” [ based on 

a true murder case. ] ...there was much more to the show than the actual performance and 

Drewitt recalled with what delight the children would peep through holes in the canvas dressing 

room and watch the actors prepare for their parts! “Can you imagine” he wrote,” an actor  

Making up as a bird of gorgeous plumes, a long and trailing tail being hooked in behind ( which 

the mischievous boys, ever peeping, with a stock promptly unhooked”? 

“The actor is called on and strutting across the stage to show his plumage, exclaims “Why dop 

I wear this gaudy train?” turns round to look at it, and finds it not there.” 

 

Frederick’s show, a far more ambitious affair than the general run of amusements present at  

the fair, would on occasion stay at Mitcham after the fair had ended, pitching their tents on the 

Common, or in some private field where they continues their performances before enthralled 

audiences. 

 

Memories of Mitcham Fair from the  late 19th century. 



 

 

 

“The excitement began a day or two before opening, when from an early hour unemployed 

men joined the throng heading for Fair Green, Mitcham. Looking tired, their jackets slung ovcer 

their arms, they were out to get work as labourers, with free meals thrown in. 

Rickety vehicles carried a curious assortment of passengers. Motor tradition had yet to  

Supplant the once familiar steeds that propelled caravans and carts from one site to another. 

Once on the site, vendors opened up shop immediately, doing a roaring trade with Mitcham 

Fair Rock, gingerbread and “All ‘ot jellied eels.” 

 

All hand began to erect tents and sideshows and opulent caravans belonging to principal  

Showmen were pitched, and almost at once, everybody seemed at home. Up sprang  

roundabouts, swings and merry-go-rounds, joywheels, booths and galleries, Aunt Sallies, 

Peepshows and other infinitely curious displays to delight the children who peered from a  

distance at this hive of activity.” 

 

Memories of Mitcham Fair during the early 20th century.  



 

“Oysters were 3d a dozen. A merry coconut man prided himself on his skill as a “cracker.”  

It hurt him if a customer decided to take the purchase away whole. “Better let me crack ‘em” he 

would say, poising his hammer above the nut, he would part the shell without fracturing the  

edible portion. Out would come a stumpy little knife and as quick as thought, the kernel would 

be sliced in two and the upper portion turned up to conserve the precious fluid.  

The enthusiastic vendor would then put the put, cup-like, to the lips of the patron. 

“Drink it quick!” he would say, “Twill quench yer thirst.” 

 

Memories of fairground treats during the 1900s. 



 

 

“The goods on sale at the fair were of no great value, nothing much costing more than a  

shilling, principally dolls, toys, drums, trumpets, wonderful silvered glass vases, china  

ornaments and such and common jewellery… 

 

Travelling salesmen and cheapjacks without allotted pitches on the Fair Ground were often  

present. One such, a purveyor of very crude rag dolls, did a roaring trade from his wagonette, 

lit by a flaring lamp. His description of his goods, the dolls, as “the only legitimate toy in the Fair 

for a female child” was certainly original. 

 

Shooting galleries were very popular. In some you shot at a target down long tubes [and ] a bull 

made the bell ring. Another type for good shots were light balls or eggshells supported by a jet 

of steam or water, the balls always on the move up or down. However the most satisfactory 

range was where glass bottles were suspended on wires, dozens of them. They were sitting 

targets but it was very satisfactory to bring ‘em down. The crash of glass gave us our money’s 

value! This type of shooting was later considered dangerous to the public and the police  

suppressed firing at suspended bottles. 

 

Tom Francis remembering Mitcham Fair during the first quarter of the 20th century. 



 

“The star attraction of Mitcham fair was “Sequah, the Medicine Man” an American whose real 

name was Hannaway Rowe. Twice a day he drew an immense crowd. He drove along  

London Road in a majestic  manner, accompanied by a brass band which travelled with him. 

Before his entrance, the band played for half an hour to draw the stragglers. 

The Sequah appeared and have a general address. He announced his sensational cure for  

Rheumatism inviting any sufferer from the complaint to step forward. One by one they entered 

the caravan, and the band struck up to maintain the interest of the waiting crowd.  

Meanwhile Sequah massaged each patient with a powerful liniment. Each victim was then led 

out, all smiles and invited to tell the crowd how much better he felt. Sequah’s followers then  

descended  on the audience selling one shilling bottles of the liniment. 
 

Sequah [claimed ] “My mission in life is to help humanity. God Almighty sent me to 

Mitcham””...Later sufferers were invited into the caravan to have their teeth extracted by  

Sequah. It was then the band really let itself go to drown the screams. 
 

Sequah had an extraordinary and a magnetic personality and wielded an uncanny influence 

over the minds of those who listened to him. He drew an audience from all over Surrey and 

tradesmen of Mitcham so benefitted from his presence, that they subscribed towards a  

presentation for “Sequah - hero of the day.” 

 

Memories of Sequah the Medicine Man at Mitcham Fair, early 20th century 



 

“Even in 1903 it was advisable to arrive at the fair with at least five shillings [ 25p today] in cop-

pers. Showmen traded on the psychological peculiarities of mankind which makes them  

Determined to win at games of chance. Even after the loss of 20 pennies, there was a growing 

urge at all costs to prove you were not exactly a hopeless shot. At last you won and according 

to the showmen's language were entitled to “swag.” 

 

Showmen bought the “swag” or prizes from firms in Birmingham where gent’s gilt alberts 

[pocket-watches] were 6s a dozen [30p]; cigarette cases 6s a dozen [30p] ladies wedding rings 

10s a gross [50p]; steel scissors 9d [nine pence]; large dolls 10s 6d for 36 [56p], small ones 

14s a gross [ 70p]. 

 

Sometimes swag was beyond the reach of the cleverest visitors to Mitcham Fair, and it was 

from the fiddling of crooked showmen that we are indebted to another word “catchpenny.” 

They devised games at which you couldn't win - their coconut being so tightly fixed in their iron 

stands, dynamite was needed to shift them. The balls at the Aunt Sally stalls were so light they 

used frequently to rebound off the heads you hit, while to knock over one of the highly coloured 

hinged furry sticks was almost impossible. The victims of these frauds were called “flatties” or  

“steamers” [ steam tugs = mugs] 

 

Memories of Mitcham Fair c.1903. 



 

 

“I remember going to Mitcham Fair with my parents from the early 1920s. The fair was a bid 

event in Mitcham, as working class people had little money for entertainment and annual  

holidays. Back then it was one of the largest fairs around. 
 

One August 19thm I used to get up early to walk to the fair from Gorringe Park. The showmen’s 

engines would all be along the London Road, pulling large trailers making for Three Kings 

Piece. 
 

By noon half the large rides went in, stalls, etc. It was the August holidays so there were plenty 

of children around watching everything. On 12th they got the steam up to get the engines and 

rides going. The showmen would be polishing their brasses, ready for the opening at noon. 
 

After speeches from the Mayor and showmen, the fair was declared open. At a given signal, all 

the steam whistles blew and the fair organ music began. 
 

At night the crowds increased, the lights went on and there was more noise. The showmen 

would beat large drums to attract attention. 
 

The best ride was O’Brien’s Golden Dragon Switchback...eight cars with dragon heads...there 

was a central organ, with a real waterfall at the back of it.” 

 

John Elwin’s memories of Mitcham fair in the 1920s . 



 

 

 

“I can remember being taken to the fair. Mum used to dress us up ( 8 children ) in our second 

best clothes. We walked from Sutton rather than get the bus, so we could save our money for 

the fair. Dad took £10 and gave us sixpence each - that was enough to spend on penny stalls. 

The carousels were a penny a go but you could get two on for a penny if you looked pathetic. 

 

Dad kept us children with a string around our waists to stop us from getting lost. We were only 

let off the string to go on the rides, 

 

I liked the cake walk. I used to watch the well endowed ladies wobbling from side to side and 

my mum would tell me off for staring. 

 

Muriel Tinsley, Memories of Mitcham Fair during the interwar period. 

 



 

 

“Universally popular, Mitcham Rock or Humbug was described as a brown striped rock with 

treacly markings. Made in full view of passers-by, the sugar and treacle mix was boiled until  

glutinous, then twisted into a flexible lump. It was then hung from a large hook and repeatedly 

stretched until it reached a suitable thickness. It was then but into chunks with a pair of scissors. 

 

Mitcham Rock was also known as “spit and pull” according to Tom Francis, “if you saw the  

process, you decided not to buy any more rock.”  This was due to stallholders alleged habit of  

Spitting into their hands to prevent the hot rock from sticking. ( The descendants of showmen 

challenge this account and point out that rock-cooks actually rubbed butter onto their hands to  

prevent sticking and improve the sweet’s flavour.) 

 

Fairground rock was also a prize in games of chance, including one where a brass indicator  

was spun over a disc. The point where the arrow stopped decided whether a player won a small 

or large portion of rock.” 

 

Eric Montague referring to a traditional Mitcham fair sweet treat, popular before World War II.  


